ELEANOR RIGBY
As recorded by The Beatles

Chorus

Transcribed by Eric Franco

\[ A \text{ Chorus} \]
\[ \text{C} = 130 \]

Ah Look At All The Lonely People

Gtr I

A
\[ 9 \ 7 \ 8 \ -10 \ (10) \ 9 \ 4 \ (4) \ 0 \]

B

sl.

Gtr II

A
\[ 0 \ 2 \ (0) \ (0) \ 2 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \]

B
\[ 2 \ 3 \ (3) \ 2 \ 2 \ 3 \ 0 \ (0) \]
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B
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They All Belong? Father Mackenzie Writing The Words Of A Ser-

Em

mon That No One Will Hear No One Comes Near Look At Him Work-

Em

C
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I

All The Lonely People Where Do They All Belong?

T 2 0 2 0 (6) 2 2

A 7 8 10 (10) 7 9 4 (4) 9

B

Chorus

C

Ah Look At All The Lonely People

T 9

A 9

B

Em
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Nobody Came Father Mackenzie Wiping The Dirt From His Hands As He Walks From The Grave
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H Chorus/Prechorus

C        Em

E/D                      E/C#

No One Was        Saved   All      The Lone-    Ly      Peo-

Ah                            Look  At   All       The     Lone-     ly     Peo-

Where Do
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They All Come From All The Lonely People Where Do
Ah Look At All The Lonely People
They All Belong?